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Meross MSL120EU Smart LED Light Bulb (Non-HomeKit)
Enjoy convenient remote control of your lighting and create a unique atmosphere for any occasion. The Meross MSL120 smart LED bulb
allows you to freely adjust the brightness, color temperature and even the color of the light and is extremely energy efficient. You can
conveniently  control  it  remotely using the Meross app.  It  is  also compatible with Apple HomeKit,  Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant,
among others, so you can also control it with your voice.
 
Remote lighting operation
Have you ever forgotten to turn off the lights before leaving the house? Now it's not a problem anymore - you can turn off the light bulb
at any time using your smartphone! The Meross app lets you control  the device from anywhere -  at work, in a restaurant,  or even on
vacation  abroad.  Now  everything  you  need  is  at  your  fingertips!  The  product  also  works  with  Samsung  SmartThings,  Amazon  Alexa,
Google Assistant and Line Clova.
 
Intelligent home adapted to your lifestyle
No longer do you have to turn off the light yourself when you leave for work or turn it on when you return. Meross smart LED bulb will
adapt to you! How does it work? All you have to do is set a schedule. Make the lights automatically turn on at 7:00 when you get up and
turn off at 8:00 when you go to work. Usually get home around 5 p.m.? Set the lights to light up to greet you! The possibilities are almost
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endless.
 
Get the right atmosphere in your home
Did you know that with the color and intensity of lighting we can fantastically emphasize the character of the chosen occasion, and even
affect  our  mood?  Meross  will  allow  you  to  conveniently  take  advantage  of  such  opportunities!  LED  bulb  allows  you  to  choose  the
brightness and color temperature of lighting, and even its color! A wide range of RGB colors makes it easy to find the perfect shade for
yourself. So you can easily create the perfect atmosphere during a romantic dinner, movie night or house party!
 
A few words will suffice
Don't  feel  like getting out of  bed to turn off  the light? Your hands are busy cooking and you need to turn on the light? Now it's  not a
problem anymore! The Meross MSL120 LED light bulb is compatible with Siri, Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistants. This
means you can conveniently operate it with your voice. Simply issue the appropriate command and watch the light turn on, off, brighten,
or turn blue.
 
Easy to install and energy efficient
Choose ecological, yet economical solutions. The bulb consumes extremely little power - in comparison to similar models it saves up to
78,3% of energy. Its installation and configuration will not even cause you the slightest problem. For proper operation of the device you
only need the existing Wi-Fi connection in your home - no need to buy any additional hubs. With Meross you can say goodbye to high
electricity bills and save money!
 
In the box
Smart LED bulb
User manual
Brand
Meross
Model
MSL120EU
Version
EU
Input
200-240V ~50/60Hz
Brightness
810lm, 60W equivalent
Dimmable
Yes
Color temperature
Adjustable 2700-6500K
RGB
Yes
Beam angle
180°
Standby power
<0.5W
Power consumption
9W
Service life
About 22.8 years at about 3 hr/day
Form factor
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A19
Antenna
1 internal antenna
Wireless standard
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, 2.4GHz, 1T1R
Wireless Security
Supports 64/128 bit WEP, WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK
*Does not support Enterprise Wi-Fi.
Certifications
US: FCC, UL; EU: CE, RoHS, WEEE; JP: Telec, PSE
System requirements
iOS 13.0 or above, Android 4.1 or above, existing Wi-Fi connection
Operating temperature
0°C-40°C
Storage temperature
-40°C-70°C
Operating humidity
10%-90% (non-condensing)
Storage humidity
5%-90% (non-condensing)
Application
Meross
Compatibility
Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Samsung SmartThings

Preço:

Antes: € 9.4956

Agora: € 8.50

Casa inteligente, Lighting, Bulbs
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